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EDITORIAL.

Vol. XXXVII.

A FTER thirty-six volumes The Shirbur/lia/l appears in a
new shape and with a new cover. We hope that these

changes will appeal to its readers. It is impossible not to regard with
respect a design which has been familiar to so many generations
of Shirburnians for more than sixty years. To change it appears
drastic. Nevertheless, a hasty judgment would be unfair. Let
us say immediately that we do not claim to have produced either
a perfect design or even a permanentone. We are not "inaugurating
a new era in Sh irburniatt publishing." We are trying to carry
on the sound tradition which has been set by many of our
predecessors; and to this end we have tried to make The

Shirburtliall conform, outside as well as in, to the taste of the day.
The only claim we can ma ke is that the new design is meant to
suit those for whom The Shirbumian is primanly intended, the
present members of the School. To others we commend it
hopefully.

For reasons both of convenience and economy it is proposed
to publish only five numbers in the year for the future, and to keep
the annual subscription at six shillings. Six numbers are more
than we can fill adequately, while, on the other hand, the finances
of The Shirburnian do not justify any reduction in the subscription.
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SCHOOL NOTES.

SCHOOL OFFICERS.

Head of the School '" P; M. S. Allen (c)

School Prefects '" P. M. S. Alien (c)
T. V. R. Wilson (j)
W. D. Gibson (g)
B. A. G. Picton (a)

J. Mair (d)

W. H. Dowdeswell (h)

P. J. Smith (d)

R. V. Cook (a)

W. B. O. Prosser (b)
T. C. Palmer (g)
W. R. WaIler (a)

T. M. Horsfall (c)
B. J. Russell (j)
H. M. Trethowan (c)

E. S. Smith (j)
B. H. D. Robinson (b)
T. C. Palmer (g)

'" P. J. Smith (d)
.... T. V. R. Wilson (j)
... T. R. T. Carr-Ellison (b)
... P. M. S. Allen (0)

J. Mair (d)
... A. R. Whately-Smith (a)

The following have been presented with their School Hockey
Colours (March 16th) :-

J. Rogers (d)
R. D. Hopcraft (a)

J. Mc. D. Montgomery (g)
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CLASS LEADERS' BADGES.

R. D. Hopcraft (a)

W. B. O. Presser (b)
B. H. D. Robinson (b)
F. M. Milligan (b)

P. E. V. de Carteret (c)
H. M. Trethowan (c)
D. S. Carden {j)
J. B. Jenkins (g)
H. V. Hoey (h)

5

In December last, C. E. A. \iVhyte (g) won a Minor Scholarship
in Classics at Peterhouse, Cambridge, and P. M. S. Alien (c) an open
Exhibition in Classics at \iVorcester College, Oxford.

N. H. H. Ralston (b) and A. W. Humphrey.Davies (c) passed
12th and 13th respectively into the R.M.A., Woolwich.

The Longmuir English Literature Prize was divided between
H. J. Crawfurd (a) and H. L. B. Sheridan (a).

The Aston·Binns Prize for Modern Languages was won by
B. Humphreys·Davies (c).

C. S. Low (h) won the School Greek Plose Prize; proxime
acc~ssit, J. M. Maxwell (c).

A performance of .. The Merchant of Venice" is to be given in
the Gymnasium, on Saturday, April 1st, at 7.30 p.l11.

On the last evening of term (Monday, April 3rd) an Informal
Entertainment will be held, to which all Houses will contribute.

The School had two days of skating on the Castle Lake at the
begginning of term.
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The Blackmore Vale Hounds are to meet in the Courts on

Thursday, March 30th, at 11.30. Colonel Digby, M.F.H., has asked
for a half-holiday, which has been granted from 10.45 till 1 o'clock.

The recitals after Sunday evening Chapel have been more than

usually popular. On Sunday, February 12th, J. P. Hotchkis (h)
gave a most accomplished performance on the Organ. On March

5th, Mr. Pictem was at the Organ, and l'vlr. House and Mr. Thompson
sang" Now we are Ambassadors" (Me11delssohll). Mr. Gourlay
played two pieces on the violin.

A new Society, Les Polyglottes, has been started for the reading

and discussion of French Literature.

The minutes of the Wiltlman Society are not printed in this
number of The Shirburttiall. They shew, however, that the

Society is in a sound condition, but point also to its chief want at the

present time, mllre members. It is a pity that more people in tbe
School, and particularly at the top of the Schcol, do not take the
trouble to attend the Debates. Obviously, the larger the House, the

more successful the Debate, provided the standard of speaking

remains fairly high; and, from the other point of view, any reasonable

School organisation deserves support from all the Houses. However,

the regular members will have enjoyed tht'mselves, and many of

these will be here for several years yet. The special speakers

for the Invitation Debate on Saturday, March 25th, will be Mr.

S. P. B. Mais and Mr. St. John Ervine, and the motion will be
.. That Science and Industry have destroyed Art."

We print in this number a letter from an Old Shirburnian
advocating a return to a combination of blue, red and gold for the
Old Shirburnian colours. Probably most Old Shirburnians will
agree that the present colours are too attractive to lose in spite
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of any historical considerations. At the last meeting of the Committee,
the striped O.S. Blazer was sanctioned, but a decision upon the
alternative tie was postponed until the next meeting in May. This
tie gives a greater preponderance to the dark green, and is intended
by its designer to be worn with a dark suit, or as an alternative for
those who prefer a quieter combination of colours.

O.T.C. PROMOTIONS.

JANUARY, 1933.
To be Sergeants :-

Acting-Sergeant W. H. Dowdeswell (h)
Cpl. A. Q. Henriques (c)
.. P. D. M. Aird {g}
" ]. W. T. Whymper (h)
.. '.iV. B. O. Presser (b)
.. G. D. Dinwiddy (b)

To be Corporals:-
L/Cpl. J. W. L. Kemp (a)

.. K. J. Clementi (a)

.. D. G. Christopherson (a)

.. H. M. Trethowan (c)

.. ]. D. Watney Cc)

.. M. T. Walker (g)
.. ]. F. F. Blandford (d)
.. C. H. Palairet (b)
.. J. G. Wilder (h)
.. D. C. Bevis (d)
.. P. B. Clarke (d)
" D. B. Alexander (a)
.. A. R. Whately-Smith (a)
.. T. B. de la P. Beresford (a)
" P. E. Stamp (a)
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M. G. McComas (h)
G. N. May (d)
T. A. Mead (f)
K. E. Meredith (g)
G. F. Metcalf (j)
F. M. MiIIigan (b)
D. H. Morgan (g)
]. A. Nesbitt (a)
F. C. Phi pps (a)
M. R. M. Pooles (a)
J. B. Reid (d)
A. V. Roe ([)
C. L. Hound-Turner (a)
H. L. B. Sheridan (a)
C. S. N. Swan (h)
J. Tysoll (g)
J. 1'. A. Wilson (a)
C. E. A. Whyte (g)
A. W. Young (a)

To be Lance-Corporals :-The successful Certificate "A"

Candidates.

The following Candidates passed the Certificate "A" Examination

held in November.

]. W. Brendon (c)
H. R. G. Brymer (d)
A. S. Cleaver (a)
T. N. S. Copeman (h)
R. W. Corbett (a)
P. E. V. de Carteret (c)

W. H. Dowdeswell (hJ
A. L. Evans (c)
E. M. Hall (g)
H. D. G. Harris (h)
D. W. H arrison (d)
E. G. Hodgkinson (d)
B. H. Holloway (g)
J. L. Homfray (a)
I. M. Hunter (c)
J. B. Jenkins (gJ
L. E. A. H. Kentwell (a)
H. H. J. Leigh-Clare (c)
J. A. Lochore (c)
C. S. Low (h)

VALETE.

DECEMBER, 1932.

SCHOOL HOUSE (a).
M. S. IJEATHCOTE-V.A (n), House Prefect.

L. E. A. H. KENTWELL-VI (U), 2nd XV (1932), Member of Duffers.

R. W. CORBETT-VI (U).

P. CARDEN-JONES-V.B.
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PARRy-JONES' (b).
N. H. H. RALSTON-VI (A. C.), School Prefect, Head of Parry-Jones·.

2nd XV (1932), Sergeant in a.T.C., Class Leader with Badge,
Trebles (1930-31-32), Member of Duffers, Hon. Treasurer of the

Wildman Society.
A. ]. V. LE COCg-V.A (II), Class Leader.

BROWN'S (c).
A. W. HUMPHREYS-DAVIES-VI (A.C.), School Prefect, Class

Leader with Badge, Sergeant in a.T.C., Member of Duffers.
A. R. E. KING-V.B (Ill), House Prefect, Class Leader with Badge,

Sergeant in a.T.C., XXX Blazer (1932).
A. W. HELBING-VI (11), House Prefect, Class Leader.
C. T. BALME-V.B (Ill).

MACFARLANE-GRIEVE'S (d).
R. P. MAY-VI (I), l\Iember of Duffers.

E. R. WASON-V.A (A.C), Classleader, Corporal in a.T.C.
D. \V. PRIDE-]ONEs-Remove (II), Class Leader, 1st Class Gym.
]. E. D. LOBB-V.A (II).

ELDERTON'S (j).
B. H. LOCK- Remove (u), 1st XI (1932), 2nd XV (1932).

]. 'N. B. VERNON-Remove (u).

ROSS' (g).

A. A. N. TUCK-VI (A.C.), House Prefect, 1st XV (1932), Class

Lead..r with Badge, 1st Class Gym., Gym. Squad (1931).
R. H. CHASE-VI (A.C.), House Prefect, 1st XI (1932), XXX Blazer

(1932), Sergeant in a.T.C., Class Leader.
]. a. COoPER-Remove (I), 2nd XV (1932), Class Leader.
A. C. AYLWARD-Remove (u).

O'HANLON'S (h)
]. W. HEARNSHAW-V.A (u).
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VIOLIN RECITAL.

On February the 13th the School was again privileged to attend
a Violin Recital by Wolfgang Schneiderhan. He was ably
accompanied by Miss Norman-Parker. It will be remembered that
he visited the School last year; his recital then was well received,
but this year's programme of light music proved even more popular.
The type of piece he chose might be called almost "restaurant" ;
most of his items immediately suggested a faint buzz of chatter, the
clink of glasses, and the haze of cigarette smoke which seems in
separable from such places.

Of the various items we heard, Schubert's Moment Musical was
the most popular, and though perhaps it was not so worthy of an
encore as, for instance, d'Ambrosio's Serenata, it nevertheless
improved considerably on a second hearing. Of the rest, de Falla's
Spanish Dance was familiar, and always exciting. But it was

unfortunate that he also gave us Brahm's Hungarian Dance so soon
after Miss Jelly D'Aranyi had played it so superbly in the summer
term, for in the inevitable comparison his technique must come off
the worse. But even so, the School showed by their enthusiastic
applause that they had enjoyed the Concert, and 1110st of us left the

Big Schoolroom with the feeling that we had spent an hour well.

PROGRAMME.

I.

11.

Ill.

Nocturne
Romance
Mazurka
Caprice
Moment Music;!1
Spanish Dance
Serenata
La Ronde des Lutins
Le Cygne
Hungarian Dance

ChoPilt
Sarasate
Zarzyeki
Kreisler
Schubert
De Palla
d'Ambrosio
Bassini
Saint Siiins
Brahms
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o.S. NEWS.
[To the Editors of The Shirburnian].

II

Escrick Park,
York.

Sir,
After the lapse of so many years, it may be thought scarcely

decent to re-open the question of O.S. colours. Perhaps I am

somewhat rash in attempting to do so; but I have long felt that
however attractive the present combination be considered-and tastes
differ on this point-we are not, in fact, doing ourselves justice in this

matter. By neglecting our privileges we despise our birthright.
"Colours," I take it, in their origin are the tinctures of an heraldic

shield. Now Sherborne, Shrewsbury, with certain other schools, are

entitled to use the arms of King Edward VI. Yet, though our royal
origin, or rather re-foundation is surely a matter to be proud of, we
reject the scarlet, blue and gold of our founder's shield in favour of
certain shades of green, which have no connection with anything at

all and whose aesthetic appeal is at least questionable.
I know I shall be told that Shrewsbury does use the heraldic

colours, so that we must adopt something else, or risk being mistaken
for Old Salopians; but this in my opinion is no valid objection. For

not only is Shrewsbury a more famous school than ours, but it serves

an area widely distant from Sherborne.
Similar shields in heraldry are given a .. difference" by way of

distinguishing them, and to make our combination in some way

distinctive would be a matter of detail. Rugby and Cliflon without
any common origin use colours that to an outsider are almost
indistinguishable, butthe common origin of Sherborne and Shrewsbury
is a matter of history. I believe that Sherborne should think again

before discarding the tin tures of the shield of Tudor England in favour
of some fancy combination with no authority behind it.
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Should my suggestion be favourably considered by a sufficient

number of members, perhaps the matter could be discussed at some

future meeting of the O.S Society.

Yours faithfully,

C. H. WYBERGH,

(a, 1886-1890).

P.S.-In my Sherborne days the blue stockings of our XV were said

to be welllmown at Cambridge. Now these blue stockings and
the yellow badge of the jersey are part of the authentic colours
of our Tudor coat of arms. So are the blue and yellow of our
cricket XI. All that is needed is the addition of a thin line of
red; and if suitable shades are chosen, the result will be an

effective combination for a very presentable tie.
When our blue and yellow (gold) are so well known at the

Universities, there seems no reason for breaking the continuity
and changing in favour of green. Rather should the O.S. societies
keep to them (with "advantages" if so desired) as the authentic
colours of a historic school.

The colour green has as much connection with Sherborne as

the green cover of a copy of Shakespeare's work has with

Shakespeare!

MARRIAGES.

On January 27th, 1933, at Christ Church Cathedral, Mexico City,

Hugh Edward Buckingham (c, 1917-21) to Florence Rennow.

On February 24th, 1933, at the Parish Church, Epsom, Frederick
James Helbling (d, 1924-26), to Barbara Elspeth, only daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Alex. lVIacdonald, of Holmcroft, Epsom.

On February 18th, 1933, W. H. S. Michelmore (h, 1921.26) to

W. Bryant, in Calcutta,
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ori December 23rd, 1932, Waiter Howarth Leach (h, 1920-2+)

to Alice Marjorie McClintock Smyth.

On January l+th, 1933, Graham Wyatt Williams (h, 1921-26)

to Ellen Barbara Soames.

Lieutenant-Colonel H. E. Stanger-Leathes (d, 1892-1897), Indian
Medical Service, has been appointed Honorary Surgeon to the King
(and promoted to the rank of Brevet Colonel) In succession to Major
General C. Hudson, C.B.,C.I.E.,D.S.O.,F.R.C.S. (Edin.), Indian Medical

Service, who has retired.

P. Hogg (h, 1926-31) and J. M. Couchman (a, 1926-31) have
been awarded Rowing Blues at Oxford.

H. A. Ricardo (a, 1926-30) coxed the Cambridge boat for several

weeks.

J. R. B. Moser (g, 1927-31) has been boxing for Oxford University
and has been awarded a Blue.

A. E. S. Charles (e, 1923-28) played fives again for Oxford
against Cambridge.

F. T. Horan, (a, 1919-23) won the Half-mile in the C.U.A.C.

Sports.
D. D. P. Smyly (a, 1926-31) was runner-up for the Saddle at

Sandhurst.

The architect of the Royal Society Mond Laboratory recently
erected in Cambridge was H. C. H ughes, M.A., F.R.I.B.A. (b, 1907.11).

From the London Gazette of February 2nd :-
"Unattached List for Indian Army: Sec. Lt. K. E. Boome

U, 1924-29) from Gen. List T.A. (Aug. 27th, 1931).

"The following Gentlemen Cadets from the Royal Military College

to be Second Lieutenants (Feb. 2) :-

16th/5th Light Cavalry, D. D. P. Smyly."
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.. The following Gentlemen Cadets from the Royal Military

Acadamy, to be Second Lieutenants (Feb. 2):-

Corps of Royal Engineers, A. J. le G. Jacob (a, 1926-31) (Passed
out 9th).

.. Jolly Roger" at the Savoy is a great success. V. C. Clinton

Baddeley (d, 1913-18) is part-author.

The following paragraph from .. The Screen Play Magazine" has

been sent to us by an Old Shirburnian living in Canada. Its subject
is Roland Young (a, 1902-06). "He was born in London on a
November 11. His father was a famous English Architect. Roland
was educated in Cherbourne, in Dorset, and went to University
College in London, where Alfred the Great once went to school. A

fascinating place. His study room was a thirteenth century monk's
cell."

DEATHS.

ARTHUR NOEL MALAN, D.D., F.R.G.S. Headmaster of Eagle
House, Wimbledon, and Sandhurst, Berks, 1874-1905.

"The death of Dr. Malan took place in a nursing home at

Parkstone, Dorset, on January 4th, 1933. He was 86 years of age.
Dr. Malan was born on June 9th, 1846, at Broadwindsor, in Dorset,

where his father, the Rev. Solomon Caesar Malan, D.D., was vicar.
He did not go to a preparatory school, but was educated by his father,

one of the greatest Oriental scholars of his day, until he went to
Sherborne. There his career was marked by the winning of prizes
for Latin Prose and Greek Verse. He was Captain of the Cricket XI

in 1865. On leaving Sherborne he went to Oriel College, Oxford, of
which foundation he was an Adam de Brome Exhibitioner. He

took a first class in Mods. and in Natural Science; his RA. and M.A.

degrees in due course, and his RD. and D.D. in 1898. He went to

Eagle House, \\1imbledon, as an assistant master in 1870. Two years
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afterwards he married Alice Margaret, the second daughter of Dr.
Hungerford, Headmaster of the School. In 1874- he himself became
Headmaster.

During Dr. lVIalan's long "reign" at Eagle House more than six
hundred boys came under his magnetic influence. How could a
Latin lesson prove dull when illustrated by the Doctor's own paintings
of Caligula at his looking glass, of Polyphemus, of the Trojan Horse

and of other classical subjects? His artistic nature found an outlet
in various directions. The Hall at Eagle House, Sandhurst, has a

poker-work wainscoting, which is continued up the staircase. His
oil-paintings, also, adorn the walls of the Hall and Dining Hall. The
Chapel, where so many listened to his inspiring sermons, contains
many windows, filled with stained glass, painted by the Doctor. He
was also an expert carver in wood and stone.

As a writer of stories he was known to the youth of England in

the eighties and nineties. He contributed regularly to the Boys' Own
Paper, both serial and shorter stories. "unele Towser," "Cacus and
Hercules," "Lost on Brown \VilIy," were among them. He wrote,
also, several articles for The Preparatory Schools Review from 1899
to 1905. One in particular illustrates his remarkable faculty for
criticism - that on "The Jingle," in Kennedy's Revised Latin
Primer.

Dr. lVIalan was made a fellow of the Geographical Society for
his researches into the origin of flints. After leaving Eagle House
in December, 1905, he passed the last 26 years of his life at
Winchester, at Parame, near St. Malo, where he was chaplain of the

English church, at \Veymouth, and finally at Parkstone." A.G.M.

The following cutting from" The East African Standard" has been
received from an Old Shirburnian:-

"A disastrous fire occurred early on Monday morning in the

Kilimani area of Nairobi when the European occupant of a wood and
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iron house was apparently burned to death, his charred remains being

found among the debris.
The unfortunate man was Mr. M. A. N. Stark, an employee of

Messrs Richardson, Tyson and Martin, Ltd., who lived by himself.

By the time assistance arrived the building had colIapsed and there
was no chance of rescuing the inhabitant."

M. A. N. Stark was in Abbeylands from 1911 till 1915.
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END OF TERM, DECEMBER, 1932.

THE GYM. DISPLAY.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16TH.

This was a very interesting entertainment. Usually we are only

mildly stirred on these occasions; sometimes we have even been
mildly amused. But on Friday night the Display was well organised
and well carried out, and it held our attention completely. The
success of the evening was undouhtedly the Club Swinging. Club
Swinging was a novelty to most of us, and we should probably have

enjoyed a straightforward demonstration without any of the effects;
as it was, the ingenious idea of lighting up the clubs with diminutive

electric lamps and swinging them in the darkness was an outstanding
success. We have rarely seen so pleasing an effect as the patterns
formed by these red and green lamps. All the same some other
finale would have been more effecti ve; when the lights went up the
swingers were revealed standing in file with sloped clubs; and atthe
word' Dismiss' they left the Gym. in quick time. There was a touch
of bathos in this exit after the darkness and the easy, rhythmical

movement of the clubs.
The Gym. Squad was very good. The Parallel-bar work was

particularly clean and neat. The Dive over the Horse between an
archway of bodies was the most spectacular turn of all. The Gym.
Squad is about the hardest working set of people in the School
towards the end of Christmas term, because all their work is done
.. out of hours"; but their display this evening must have satisfied

themselves as much as it did the audience.
It was unfortunate that the" New Boys'" Squad was the last

turn on the programme. The Gym. Squad or the Club-Swingers

would have made a far more impressive finale. The New Boys,

however, like the rest of the performers, were better than they were
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D. M. Amoore (g)
W. M. Amoore (g)
R.A.C.Round-Turner{a)

G. D. Dinwiddy (b)
D. C. Bevis (d)
B. J. Russell (j)
J. Mair (d)

G. F. Metcalfe (j)
B. H. Lock (j)
N. Knoop (h)
P. J. T. Kel'nagh (h)

last time, and there was not too much over-acting in the first

demonstration. The second was a really good exhibition of P.T. in
spite of a few mistakes, most of which passed unchecked by the
Classleader, who was, however, in very good voice. Smith was
justifiably terrifying in the first part of the demonstration.

The programme was as follows :-

1. School Gym. Squad-
T. M. HorsfalI (c) E. S. Smith (j)
R. D. Hopcraft (a) B. A. G. Picton (a)
D. G. Reinold (b) J. E. Cordingley(c)
D. S. Carden (j) R. V. Cook (a)

2. Demonstration of Club Swinging-
C.L.Round-Turner(a) T. B. Beresford (a)
J. C. Holloway (a) G. Watt (a)
F. C. Phipps (a) E. M. Hall (g)
A. F. Coombe (j)

3. (a) Demonstration of P.T. done by New Boys-(Class Leader,
P. J. Smith).

(b) Same Squad a year later-
J. T. A. Wilson (a) J. M. Maxwell (c)
N. S. P. Baron (a) J. A. Lochore (c)
K. D. Young (b) M. A. Kirke (d)
1. M. Clark (b) J. Noon (j)

God Save the King.

SELECTIONS FROM THE MESSIAH.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 18TH.

The Musical Society rendered these selections with their usual
gusto, and the reasonably large audience which assembled in the Big

Schoolroom, after evening Chapel, thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
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C. I. ELLIS

MR. V. H. P. HOUSE

MR. R. S. THOMPSON

J. P. HOTCHKIS

MR. B. J. FRANCIS PICTON

C. I. Ellis' singing of " He shall feed His flock" was a really fine
effort, which can very properly be called a memorable perfOl mance.
Hotcb!<is accompanied with his usual skill.

Tbe Soloists were :-
Treble
Tenor
Bass
Accompanist
Conductor ...

TWO PLAYS.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 19TH.

These plays were" The Purple Bedroom" and "The Man in the

Bowler Hat." Both were amusing, and both were very suitable for
the last evening of the Christmas Term. The end of term is the time

for cheerful entertainment, which needs no very great effort to
understand it. "The Purple Bedroom" and" The Man in the

Bowler Hat" were of this type. All the audience had to (10 was to
sit in the Gymnasium and be amused. It is a pity, however, that
the School cannot be amused without interrupting the action of plays

by their bursts of rustic laughter._ Nothing is more annoying, bOlh
for the actors and for the rest of the audience. The evening ended,
as it always does at this time of the year, with the singing of the

Football Song. \Ve venture to say that a more suitable time might
be found for it-if we must sing the song at all-on some other
occasion during the term.

Mr. Randolph would make a good gentleman's valet. He had the
technique of valeting at his fingertips; he forgot nothing. He was
thoughtful enough to remember his master's part as well as his own.
What more could Bassett do? l\1r. Elder gave a very realistic

rendering of Don Pedro de Parambo's ghost, and he made the most
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unearthly noises from behind the scenes. The family of Fitzdoodle,

as well as their guests, apparently kept up the tradition of imbecility,
which the name and the family history demanded, for they never
connected two huge knobs and a yawning door-shaped crack in the

best bedroom wall with the legend of the family ghost and the
possibility of a secret chamber. Reginald Smith certainly looked
brainless enough. Of the three ghosts, Miss Annabel Byrd (who

took a part in both these plays with less than twenty-four hours'
notice) gave a particularly distinguished display.

.. The Man in the Bowler Hat" had an excellent start in .. the

most ordinary sitting room in the world," where Mr. Watkins and
Miss Molly Kirke were doing the most ordinary things in the world.

So ordinary were they that we felt that fearful events were bound to
follow. And they did. Mr. Watkins is really too inhumanly
imperturbable on these occasions. Miss Molly Kirke endured him

nobly, and without screaming. The whole of this scene was very
funny indeed. The excitement beg-an with the entry-in the most
extraordinary manner in the world, undoubtedly-of Hero, and later
of Chief Villain, closely accompanied by Bad Man. The whole of
this play went with a swing, and we forgot all about" The Man in

the Bowler Hat," in the excitement of watching John and Mary, not
to speak of Hero, Heroine, Chief Villain and Bad Man. The
awakening to the truth, therefore, was to us a pleasant surprise.

THE PURPLE BEDROOM

by Eden Phillpotts.
Characters:

MR. R. B. CLARKE

MR. J. H. RANDOLPH

MR. H. ELDER

MR. V. H. P. HOUSE

MISS ANNABEL BYRD

The Purple Bedroom at Roborough Castle,
the seat of the Fitzdoodles.

Reginald Smith
Alfred Bassett ...
Don Pedro de Parambo
The Earl Fitzdoodle
Ann

Scene:
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THE MAN IN THE BOWLER HAT
A Terribly Exciting Affair.

by A. A. Milne.

Characters:
John MR. G.]. B. WATKINS
Mary MISS MOLLY KIRKE
Hero MR. V. H. P. HOUSE
Heroine MISS ANNABEL BYRD
Chief Villain MR. H. ELDER
Bad Man MR. A. B. GOURLAY

Scene: The most ordinary sitting room in the world.

Football Song.

Carmen.

MATCH tI. 0.55.

21

Played on the Upper on Saturday, December 17th.
The School ga\'e a very disappointing performance in their last

match of the season. The forwards did not shove hard in the tight

and lacked life in the loose, while the backs only ran half-pace, passed

badly, and the defence was rather weak in the centre. For the 0.55.,
Dick and Gaye were outstanding in the centre, and \iVarren, on the
right wing, made full use of the only chance he had. Mead and

Lyle combined well, and the latter showed plenty of resource and
got his three-quarters going well. The forwards frequently heeled
the ball in the tight, and were considerably livelier in the loose than

the School. OldnaIl was very reliable at full-back.
In the first half the School played towards Sherborne with the

wind. The 0.55. soon scored, a blindside movement by LyJe,
followed by a dribble by Mead, enabling Mallock to touchdown to the
left of the posts. The try was not converted. A loose pass from a
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line-out put the School on the attack, but bad passing allowed Dick

to gather the hall, kick ahead, catch it on the bounce and get clear
away. Watney, however, overtook him and tackled him well. The

School forwards now began to get more of the ball, but the outsides'
passing was pitiful, movement after movement breaking down because

of it. The 0.55. backs, however, were well together, and soon added
another try. Gaye sidestepped his man and passed to Warren.

Meredith appeared to be overtaking him, but mistimed his tackle and

a try was scored beneath the posts. Fenwick failed to convert it.

Half-time score, 0-6.

Soon after the re-start \Vatney slipped his man, but unfortunately
kicked ahead when he looked to have a clear run. Gaye was
prominent with a good run, hut could not quite make an opening,

and Meredith was ahle to tackle Warren into touch. The School"now

attacked. Prosser kicked ahead and Picton caught the ball at full

speed, but was tackled by the full-back. Almost immediately after,

Cook kicked ahead, but his kick was badly placed .~and Oldnall

gathered it, beat several players who should have tackled him and
passed to a forward, who scored beneath the posts. Dick converted.

The 0.55. gained possession of the ball from a line-out, got it back

to their outsides, Dick cut through and passed in to Gaye, who
scored to the right of the posts. The kick failed. Gaye was soon

prominent again with a good run, in which he beat several players,

but a forward pass prevented a certain try. A loose soccer kick at
the ball right on the School line went astray and gave the 0.55. an

easy try to the left of the posts. It was not converted. Final

score, 0-17.

O.SS.-H. R. OldnaIl (g); T. M. B. Green (g), R. C. S. Dick (al,
D. B. Gaye (b), P. L. Warren (j); C. W. Lyle (b), P. W. Mead (j);
J. C. Honnywill (b), M. A. Rugg-Gunn (g), W. N. D. Lang (d),

C. C. Mallock (g), F. W. Fegen (g), D. L. Ridout (b), T. Fenwick (g),
R. M. M. Warne (f).
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. School-J. B. Jenkins (g) j K. E. Meredith (g), J. D. Watney (C),
W. B. O. Prosser (b), B. A.G. Picton (a); R. V. Cook (a), Lochore (c);
T. C. Palmer (g), P. J. Smith (d), A.A.N.Tuck (g), T. B.Beresford (a),
L. G. Green (g), G. L. Hobbs (b), J. Rogers (d), P. J. T. Keenagh (h).
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SCHOOL SOCIETIES.

THE DUFFERS.

The following papers have been read this term :-

C. E. A. WHYTE (g)' " The Savoy Operas"
H. M TRETHOWAN (c) "Some Modern Authors"
J. MAIR (d) " Superstition"
A. B. GOURLAY ESQ. " R. L. Stevenson"
W. H. DOWDESWELL (h) "Evolution"

THE WILDMAN SOCIETY.

The Officers of the Society this term are :-

Presidmt A. R. Whately-Smith (a)

Vice-Presidmt P. J. M. Anderson (a)

HOlt. Treasurer J. Mair (d)

Debate Secretary R. S. Thompson Esq.
Hon. Semtary P. M. S. Alien (c)

Committee;

H. M. Trethowan (c) and H. L. B. Sheridan (a).

The first meeting of the Society was held in the Lower Library
on Saturday, February 11th, at 6,45 p.m. The motion before the
House was" That this House deplores a Conservative outlook."

The motion was proposed by the Hon. Treasurer and opposed by
the Hon. Secretary, and the third and fourth Speakers were MR.
D. W. B. TAYLOR (d) and Mr. E. S. SMITH (f). There voted for the
motion 13 and a~ainst the motion 13; the President gave his casting
vote in favour of the motion, which was therefore carried by one vote.

At the next Debate, on Saturday, March 4th, the motion before the
House was" That this House applauds the Conscientious Objector."
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The Hon. Proposer was l\fR. E. G. HODGKINSON (d) and the Hon.

Opposer was MR. H. M. TRETHOWAN (c); the third and fourth
~peakers were l\1R. 'vV. B. H. CAMPION (c) and MR. H. J. CRAWFURD (a).
After a good Debate, the motion was lost by 9 votes. There voted for
t he motion 11, and against the motion 20.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Members of the Society enjoyed three interesting lantern lectures

last term. Mr. Bensly spoke of his visit to Egypt just after the end

of the war, and showed some beautiful coloured slides illustrating the
" Tombs of the Kings of Egypt."

The second lecture was given by Mr. J. W. Burt, on" The Abbey."

He showed some of his private collection of slides, made from old

prints and photographs, as well as a number of modern view~ showing

details which escape the eye of a casual visitor to this magmficent

building. Mr. Elder took the Society for a tour in the Highlands of

"Bonnie Scotland," and although the slides (kindly lent by L.M.S.R.)

lacked the natural colours of the banks and braes of that wild and

rugged country, Mr. Elder certainly whetted our appetites for the

feast of beanty that awaits those whose cars are sufficiently powerful

and whose purses are sufficiently well lined to enable them to cross

the Border.

GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY.

During the Michaelmas term the membership increased to 140 :

as a result, a large number of new records were added to the Library,

which now includes about 250 single records and a dozen album sets.

Mr. Hey kindly presented some orchestral selections of Gilbert and

Sullivan Operas, which have proved very popular.
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The visit to the H.M.V. Factory at Hayes took place during the

Christmas holidays. It was not possible to see over the whole of the
works in two hours, but the party was kept both interested and busy

during the whole time. There were hundreds of presses at work,
making thousands of records every hour: then came the various

inspections and tests to which records are subjected, before being
packed and taken to the vast store room, containing millions of records,

ready for distribution to the ends of the earth. The processes of
cabinet construction, from the cutting of the plain wood to the
lacquering and polishing stages were next inspected. and finally the
pressing factory, where gigantic thundering presses were stamping
out myriads of the component parts of gramophones and radiograms,
from wafer-like metal diaphgra-ms for sound boxes to steel plates,

which were bent and perforated as if they had been as plastic as wax.
At the conclusion of this interesting tour, the party were

entertained to tea in the factory canteen. Everyone appreciated the
courtesy of the guides and the kindness of the H.M.V. Company in
allowing the Society the privilege and pleasure of visiting their

model modern factory.
A small party visited the Queen's Hall on the night of a Bach and

Haydn Concert. The programme proved a very popular one,
including among the soloists Jelly d'Aranyi and Adela Fachiri, who

played Bach's Concerto for two violins.
On another occasion a visit was made to the" Old Vic" to hear

Mozart's charming opera, " Cosi Fan Tutti," (The School for Lovers).
It is hoped to arrange more expeditions of a similar nature during

the Easter holidays: meanwhile, the Society's ordinary activities have
continued in Sherborne, an innovation this term being that some of the
recitahi on Sunday afternoons have been given by boys.
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GAMES.

FOOTBALL RETROSPECT, 1932.

1ST XV.

The difficulty of finding a pack heavy and skilful enouf{h to get

the ball was fairly successfully solved. Though not up to the standard

of the packs of the last two years in pace, skill and ubiquity, this
year's pack was not far behind in other respects and was superior in
the set scrums. Their best game was probably that played against
Dulwich, but they gave other creditable exhibitions. The outsides
had their ups and downs both individually and collectively. It was
extraordinary how they varied in consecutive matches, but the cause
did not always rest with them so much as with the general conditions

of the game. They should have been a fair combination, with a

useful pair of halves and two good wings, but they were sometimes
spoilt by wealmess in the centre. \Vilson, at scrum-half, was some

times really good, but was not at his best towards the end, and lost

some of his footwork. Cook improved very much after a weak start,

but was inconsistent; Robinson and Meredith might have been the
best wings the School has had for some time, but were badly served.
The non-success of the side must be attributed partly to this fact and
occasionally to slow heeling by the forwards, which made the task of
the centres too difficult. The line's success in defence is shown by
the fact that after half-term the full-back bad very little tackling to

do, and a due meed of praise must be paid here to the forwards for
their share in defence. This general soundness of the defensive

system rather enhanced the other qualities of full-back play in
comparison with tackling. Williams just failed to get in, though his
splendid tackling at the start seemed certain to win him his place.
Finally, Jenkins got in and showed great coolness in fielding and
kicking, his faults being slowness in starting and a tendency to run
with the ball.
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T. C. PALMER (g) (1931-32). An excellent Captain who refused

to be worried by momentary checks and failures. Lacked experience
in the finer points of tactical play, but set his pack a good example of

of cheerfulness and solid forward play. Very good with his feet.

P. J. SMITH (d) (l931-32). Fulfilled the promise of last year and
has added pace. Has the knack of always turning up in the right

place and yet being in the thick of things. Led the forwards well
and intelligently.

R. V. COOK (a) (193 J-32). Greatly improved as fly-half both in
attack and defence, but was apt to have no hands when most wanted.
Has many of the qualities of a very good fly-half, but fails in rapid
acceleration and, very occasionally, still in defence. A tendency to

kick too much, but our thrust had to come from the wings mainly.

B. A. G. PICTON (a) (1931-32). Has weight and pace, but in

defence was inclined to give his man too much scope. In attack often
failed to feed his wing. On the other hand, he did many useful things

for the side in his own way.

B. H. D. ROBINSON (b) (1931-32). Perfect balance and quick
acceleration. A useful swerve and a deadly tackle. There have

been few better wings here.

T. V. R. WILSON (j) (1932). A hard-working scrum-half. Keen

in defence and attack. His footwork was sometimes at fault, but he
played many good games. Felt the strain towards the end.

W. B. O. PROSSER (b) (1932). Was at his best about half-term,
and then went off. A keen centre and tried very hard, but failed to
feed his wing.

A. A. N. TUCK (g) (1932). Very light, but always in the hurly
burly and delighted in it. Hooked extraordinarily well and deserved
his place on that alone.

K. M EREDITH (g) (1932). A good wing- with a head for the game,

a very effective side-step and some pace. Defence weak at times

~
il
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against side-stepping, which he himself used so effectively when g-iven

the chance.
T. B. DE LA P. BERESFORD (a) (1932). Began as a wing forward,

but settled down into the second row. Inclined still to lose his head
and become clumsy, but always dangerous to the opposite side. Should
do well in future.

L. G. GREEN (g) (1932). Learned the game veryquicldy and soon
became invaluable to the side. Rather inclined latterly to hang about
on the fringe of the scrum, but used his intelligence and played his

best game at Dulwich.

G. L. HOBBS (b) (1932).
worth, but always worked

brilliant tackle.

J. ROGERS (d) (1932). A promising footballer with a good sense

of position. Started the season very well, but fell away towards the
end. An excellent dribbler.

J. B.JENKINS (g) (1932). Not quick at positioning and not very
effective in tackling, but cool in fielding the ball and getting in his

kick. Exceptionally skilful in dealing with on-coming forwards.

Inclined to run with the ball at times, but improved towards the end.

On the whole played well.

P. J. T. KEENAGH (h) (1932). Came into the side late and played

well towards the end of the season. A neat dribbler, but he needs
more fierceness next year.

2ND XV, 1932.

The 2nd XV had a moderately successful season. They were
narrowly defeated by Bruton before the side had really settled down,

lost to Clifton Club after a very good effort in the first half, and were

rather decisively beaten by Canford, who had a very capable pack
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of forwards. Against these reveries may be set victories over Exeter

School, Downside 2nd XV, Bryanston and the Royal Tank Corps.

The forwards worked hard and showed a certain amount of ability.
On the whole, however, they lacked the quality which is best described
as liveliness; they were at times slow to break up, and not very clever

at taking the shortest route to the next scene of action. Ralston
must be excepted from both these charges. He captained the side

well and set a very good example to the side. Only lack of weight
can have kept him from the 1st XV. The other forwards all did
well at times, and it is difficult to pick any individual out for special
mention. Of those who played for the side without finding a place

in it finally, Tyson was perhaps the most unlucky in not getting a
cap. Here again lack of weight was the determining factor.

The halves were always rather a problem. Russell proved too

slow at scrum-half, and with no other recognised. scrum-half of good
enough standard available, Lock was moved from centre three-quarter

(for which position he had become rather slow), and made to fill the
breach. He never became a quick passer out of the ball, but he was
of great value to the side because of his determination and good sense

of position and thoroughly deserved his cap. Crawfurd at stand-off.

half played many good games, especially in matches, and many poor

ones. Generally speaking he did well when he forgot for the moment
his right as a free-born Irishman to do as he liked, and remembered

that he was a member of a team!

The three-quarters were perhaps the best part of the team.
Watney's pace in the centre was a great asset. His defence improved
steadily, though he was never thoroughly reliable in this respect.
Wheatley, the other centre, was inclined to run across the field too

much in attack, but his defence was very good indeed. Milligan

always went very hard on the left wing, and was not really given
enough chances. Alexander improved, but showed disinclination to

trust to his pace, which would have carried him over the line on
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several occasions when he was stopped owing to hesitation. He
marked his man exceptionally well, and very seldom let him get by.

At full-back Williams tackled well at times, but was very un

certain. His fielding was fair, but his sense of position not very
good. He is probably better as a three-quarter than as a full-back.

The work of the side on the Upper against the 1st XV was good
throughout the season, and they always made the other side work for

such tries as they scored.
The team was :-A. V. Williams (d), back; F. M. Milligan (b),

J. N. Watney (c), R. H. Wheatley (g), D. B. Alexander (a), three
quarters; H. J. Crawfurd (a), B. H. Lock (f), halves; N. H. H.

Ralston (b) (capt.), H. R. G. Brymer (d), A. W. Young (a), P. B.

Clarke (d), L. E. A. H. Kentwell (a), J. W. C. Newman.Young (c),
D. S. Carden (I), J. O. Cooper (g).

SCHOOL v. BOURNEMOUTH.

Played on the.Upper on Saturday, December 10th.
In this match the packs were evenly matched, and both had many

good rushes; but the Bournemouth heeling was cleaner than that of the

School. The School outsides were defini tely superior to their opponents

in attack, running straight and passing, on the whole, well. Lochore
made a good substitute for \Vilson, and compensated for his obvious
difficulty in finding Cook by putting in some excellent work in defem:e.
The centres were good in attack. Neither wing had a real chance,
but both showed plenty of resource when they had the ball. Jenkins,
although rather slow, played a good game at full-back.

In the first half the School played towards Sherborne, against an

icy wind. Bournemouth pressed from the start, following some robust
play by theirforwards, and Jenkins twice saved well from a dangerous

situation. A really good rush by the School pack took play to the

Bournemouth twenty-five, and Watney had just time to make an
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excellent attempt at a dropped goal. The wind and some rushes

by the Bournemouth forwards took play back to the School half;
and althollgh some good kicking and tackling by the School
kept them Ollt, they were not to be denied for long. The full-back

fielded a kick to touch by Cook, and beat several players before
passing to the left centre who scored an unconverted try to the right

of the posts. Bournemouth then again scored, kicking a penalty goal
from a fairly difficult position. Some bad passing by the Bournemouth

three-quarters enabled Meredith and Palmer to start a promising
movement, but no score resulted. Half-time, 0-6.

Bournemouth nearly scored again following the kick-off, a badly
placed kick across by Meredith enabling their three-quarters to start

a passing movement; Lochore, howe\"er, relieved with a long kick.

The School now pressed and Meredith, fielding a kick to touch, passed
to Green, who ran well to score to the left of the posts. The try was
not converted. Almost immediately afterwards, the School scored
again. Prosser cut through and gave a beautifully timed pass to

Watney, who beat the full back and scored, and converted his try.
Although this was the last score of the game play remained exciting,
and both sides nearly succeeded in crossing their opponent's

line. Final score, 8-6.
School-]. B. ]enkins(g)j K. E. Meredith(g),]. D. Watney (c),

W. B. O. Prosser (b), B. A. G. Picton (a); R. V. Cook (a), T. V. R.
Wilson (f); T. C. Palmer (g), P. ]. Smith (d), A. A. N. Tuck (g),

L.G. Green (g), G. L. Hobbs (b),]. Rogers (d), P.]. T. Keenagh (h),

H. R. G. Brymer (d).

SENIORS.

Seniors House Matches, delayed first by the frost and then by
the thaw, had to be played off in 3. hurry. The first round was settled
after only one day's practice. Maefarlane-Grieve's were the best of
the out-houseso, and they did very well to beat a larger and more
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experienced Rass' side in the final. School House must be most
heartily congratulated on their victory in the Three Cock; they
showed clearly that the Three Cock system is still a workable one.

First Round.

Ross' beat Elderton's (I.t--o).
Parry-Jones' beat Brown's (25-8).

Second Round.

Ross' beat Parry-Jones' (8-3).
Maefarlane-Grieve's beat O'Hanlon's (19-0).

Third Round.

Macfarlane-Grieve's beat Ross' (3-0).
Challenge Rounds.

Elderton's beat Parry-Jones' (16-6).
Brown's beat Q'Hanlon's (14-0).
Elderton's beat Brown's (9-3).

THIRDS.
First Round.

Ross' beat Maefarlane-Grieve's (35-0).
Parry-Jones' beat O'Hanlon's (21-0).

Second Round.

Ross' beat Parry-Jones' (8-0).

THE THREE COCK.

MACFARLANE-GRIEVE'S, ROSS' AND ELDERTON'S tI. SCHOOL HOUSE.

This match was played on Carey's on February 18th. The School,
playing towards Yeovil, had the advantage of a strong wind during
the first half.

For the first ten minutes the School had the better of things.
Their forwards bustled the House Pack about and heeled well from
the loose. The School threequarters, however, seldom looked very
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dangerous, and the House backs seemed to have greater possibities

in attack. The first score came after about twelve minutes. Smith
found touch at the corner flag with a fine kick, Clarke caught the
ball in the line-out and dived over for a well. taken try. Wilson
kicked a good goal (5-0).

Soon afterwards the School nearly scored again from a blind-side
movement started by Wilson and carried on by Smith. Several runs
by the House backs followed, but the marking was very keen and
they came to nothing. The School forwards attacked and eventually
the School was awarded a free-kick, Wilson placing another good
goal (8-0). The House now began to put new life into their attack.
Beresford was getting his pack together; and the backs, especially
Crawfurd, handled well. The last named cut through in the centre,
and a score looked likely. Immediately afterwards Picton got the
ball at the twenty-five and swerved through the School defence to
score far out on the right. The kick failed. There was no more
scoring before half-time (8-3)'

The second half promised to be exciting, for the House now had
the wind behind them, their forwards were improving steadily, and
their backs had definitely shown themselves to be more dangerous.

When the game was resumed, play for some time was mostly
with the forwards. Then came a break away by vVilIiams, which
made another School score look probable. The finishmg however
was weak. Soon afterwards the House began a series of attacks,
which they continued for the rest of the game. The score however,
when it came, was rather unexpected. From a scrum inside the
School twenty-five and in front of goal, the ball was heeled to Kemp,
who ran through on his own, surprising the defence which had moved
across for the expected pass. Cook kicked the goal and levelled the
scores.

Both sides now went all out for the winning score. Wilson and
Smith in turn led attacks along the touchline. Then came a great
individual effort by Picton. Getting the ball in mid-field, he went
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out towards the corner flag, and, turning in again, burst through the
School defence and scored. The kick failed (8-II). \i\'ith only a
few minutes left to play, the House again attacked. Picton broke
through and kicked ahead, for Cook, backing up, to touch down for
another unconverted try. The end came soon afterwards (8-14)'

The better side won. The School forwards were always slightly
the better in the loose, but they never mastered the House pack, and
the House forwards got enough of the ball to I.{ive their backs a chance
to score. The School threequarters rarely looked dangerous in attack.
Wilson did his best to open upthe game, and played very well. For
the losers Smith also was very good. A featur~ of the game was'
the excellent tackling thronghout.

HOllse-Round-Turner; Whately-Smith, B. A. G. Picton (capt),

R. V. Cook, D. B. Alexander; H. J. Crawfurd, Kemp; T. B.
Beresford, A. W. Young, Homfray ma., Hopcraft, Smith qnart.,
Finlayson, Kerr-]arrett ma., Nesbitt.

School-Bevis; Cohen ma., A. V WilIiams, R. H. Wheatley (g),

Meakin; Reid, T. V. R. vVilson (fj; P. J. Smith (capt.), J. Rogers,
P. B. Clarke, H. R. G. Brymer, Mair, Constant, Neville,
Hodgkinson.

THIRDS FINAL.

SCHOOL ( ROSS' AND PARRY-IONES' ) V. SCHOOL HOUSE.

The School played towards Yeovil in the first half.
The House pressed at first, but the School forwards broke away

to the House twenty-five, and Peters slipped over from the ensuing
scrum. The try was not converted. Shortly before half-time, the
School scored two more tries. Peters broke away and sent Robinson
in for the first, which was converted, and himself scored the second
from a scrum near the House line. The House nearly got over in
the corner before half-time. Half·time School I I, House o.

Good work by the School forwards enabled the School backs to
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keep up a continual attack on the House line. Hutton was the first to

score, forcing his way over beneath the posts. Robinson converted.
The House then rallied, but the School were soon back again, and
Robinson, side-stepping his opposite number, threw himself over for
a try, which he converted. Shortly afterwards, Robinson again
broke away, and, though well tackled by Hasting-s, managed to pass
to Hutton, who scored beneath the posts. The try was not converted.
Final score: School 24, House o.

For the School, Peters and Robinson played very resourceful
football and had a hand in almost every try. Thomson and
\iVilkinson were outstanding- among a good. pack of forwards.
HoIIoway was about the best of the House pack, whilst among the
back~, Lilley and Hastings were the most conspicuous. The latter's
tackling was a feature of the game.

School-Heriz-Smith; Harris, Robinson (b), Hutton, Rawlins (b);
Muriel, Peters: Thomson (capt.), Wilkinson, Moger, Cribb (b),
Anderson, Holloway lert.

House-Hastings; Ostroski, Gordon, LiIIey (capt.), Chadwick;

Alexander tert., de Glanville; HoIIoway mi., Apps, Everidge,
Sirponds, Miley, Knowles.

THE STEEPLECHASES.

The Steeplechases were run over the same courses as last year,
except that the Seniors crossed the Yeo by a bridg-e instead of jumping
or wading through it. The going over both courses was unpleasantly
heavy, and this gave some advantage to the lighter runners. Such
a criticism, however, does not belittle in any way the merit of
Amoore mi.'s victory in the Senior Steeplechase. He took the lead
just after crossing the Yeo, and ran very strongly to win by about
150 yards from Amoore ma., with Henriques third about fO yards

away.
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In the Junior Race, Coates took the lead about half-way and wort
easily from Logan. De Glanville was a close third.

Order of finishing :-
SENIOR.

I W. M. Amoore (g) 10 E. L. Hancock (h)
2 D. M. Amoore (g) II G. D. Dinwiddy (b)
3 A. Q. Henriques (c) 12 G. F. Metcalfe (t)

4- K. H. D. Smith (a) 13 C. H. Palairet (b)
5 J. H. Fyson (g) 14- A. V. Roe (t)
6 A. R. Whately-Smith (a) 15 T. N. S. Copeman (h)
7 B. A. G. Picton (a) 16 J. W. Brendon (c)
8 D. C. Bevis (d) 17 R. A. Young (d)
9 P. M. S. Alien (c)

JUNIOR.

I Coats (d) 8 Yeo (g)
2 Logan (h) 9 Symonds (a)
3 de Glanville (a) 10 Law ml. (I)
4- Colbourne (a) IJ Goodwin (j)
5 Rowland (d) 12 Brown mi. (J)
6 Philips(d) 13 Munden (g)
7 Ralston (b) 14- Roper (g)

THE MILE.

The Mile was run on Saturday, March 18th. There were thirteen
entrants. Hobbs took the lead from the start, but was soon over
taktm by Amoore mi. and Whately.Smith; the order at the end of the
first lap was :-Amoore mi., Whately-Smith, Hobbs, Fyson,
Henriques. For the next two laps Whately-Smith, Fyson, Henriques
and Amoore mi. were all very close together, with the rest of the field
beginning to straggle out behind. At the be~inning of the fourth
lap Henriques made a great effort, and by very strong running
immediately gained six or seven yards upon \\."hately-Smith arid
Fyson; and he maintained his lead till the end, eventually winning
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G. D. Dinwiddy (b)
W. M. Amoore (g)
D. M. Amoore (g)

4·
5·
6.

by about ten yards. Fyson beat Whately-Smith for second place

after a hard struggle. Time,s mins. 41 secs.
The first six to finish were :-

I. A. Q. Henriques (c)
2. J. H. Fyson (g)
3. A. R. Whately-Smith (a)

HOCKEY.

SCHOOL V. BOURNEMOUTH.

Played on Young's on Thursday, March gth.

The School played very well indeed for the first half of their first
match a~aiust a moderate Bournemouth mid-week XI. Cook scored
from a short corner after eiRht minutes' play and followed this up with
a second goal five minutes later, after a solo run from a free hit in the
School circle. J. Hopkins scored for Bournemouth through a weak
clearance by Hopcraft, but Cook scored again almost at once after
Picton had missed an open goal. Montgomery gave a good pass to

Meredith, who took the ball right up to the goal line before passing
back to Cook, who scored his fourth goal. From the bully-off the
Bournemouth forwards attacked and J Hopkins scored Bournemonth's

second goal.
At halt-time Bournemonth reshuffled their side, 'but thouRh

managing to keep the School from scoring more than once, their
attack was seldom dangerous. The only goal of this half was scored
by Cook after a muddle in front of goal, leaving the School victorious
by five goals to two. Play in the second half deteriorated consider
ably. The halves were the best part of the School side, Rogers and
Montgomery in particular doing a great deal of work, tackling soundly

and passing accurately The backs were not decided enough in their

tackling, often delaying too long, and being slow to recover. Beresford
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had little to do, but looked more confident than last year. Cook was
the outstanding forward and ~howed himself a splendid leader and
opportunist. All the forwards did good work at times, but must
learn to manceuvre better. For Bournemouth J. Hopkins was a
dangerous forward, but was not well supported, and R. V. Johns
worked hard in defence.

Team:-Beresford (a); P. J. Smith (d) (capt.), Hopcraft (a);
HorsfaIl (c), Rogers (d), Montgomery (g); B. H. D. Robinson (b),
Wilson (j), R. V. Cook (a), Picton ~a), Meredith (g).

SCHOOL V. YEOVIL.

Played on Young's on Saturday, March 11th, and won by the
School by four goals to one. This was a very much better game than
the Bournemouth one, the play being fast and open. Smith and
Wilson were away from the School side, but Wheatley and Prosser
made satisfactory substitutes. There was no score in the first half,
though the School had more of the play than Yeovil, but the opposing
goalkeeper showed very g-ood judgment.

Soon after half·tirr.e Cook snapped up an excellent long pass from
Hopcraft and went right through to score. Shortly after, Cook
scored again after good work by the left wing. Next the Yeovil
right wing got away and from the subsequent centre Alien scored
for Yeovil. Picton got away, worked the ball to the right of the
Yeovil circle and touched it to Cook, who scored his third goal.
Finally, Robinson got clear and from his centre Cook scored the last
goal. For Yeovil, the goalkeeper was very good, the halves worked
very hard, and Alien was a useful forward. For the School, Rogers
and Montgomery were again outstanding, with Hopcraft not far
behind. Cook was the best forward on the field.

Team:-Beresford (a); Whealley (g), Hopcraft (a); Horsfall (c),

Rogers (d), Montgomery (g); B. H. D. Robinson (b), Prosser (b),
R. V. Cook (a) (capt.), Picton (a), Meredith (g).
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FIVES.

v. Young } 15 4-
Wright Il 15
Paul } 14- 16v. Hoare 15 12
Young i 16 14-v. Wright r 12 15
Paul } 10 15v. Hoare 13 15

v. Young } 15 7
15 13

136 126
JUNIORS.

RichardSOn} 15 4-17. Hoare mi. 15 13

30 17

W. J. Eldridge (b) t
H. J. Crawfurd (a) f

T. V. R. Wilson (J)

R.V. Cook (a) l
B.H.D.Robinson(b) {

SCHOOL V. WEYMOUTH COLLEGE.

This match was played on the School courts on March 2nd, and
resulted in a win for the School by ten points. The doubles were
closely fought, and at the end of these the match was exactly square.
Wilson was always too good for his opponent in the one single
match played, and so enabled the School to win.

Eldridge played well in the Junior, four in which we had a
comfortable win.

T. V. R. Wilson (f)
B. A. G. Picton (a)

An interesting Fives mat~h was played in the School Courts
bet~en an Oxford pair and a side of Mr. Thompson's.

Wilson, the School captain, played very well to beat the Oxford
Fives captain by two points, and the old staff pair, Mr. Picton and
Mr. Elderton, managed to get home against their young opponents.
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The score was;-
T. V. R. Wi)son (j) v. C. H. D. Crossthwaite 10 15

15 8
Mr. R. S. Thompson v. R. G. Tindall 1'1- 16

15 13
Mr. B. J. F. Pictont C. H. D. Crossthwaite~ 15 12
Mr. M. B. Eldertonl v. R. G. Tindall 15 11

8'1- 75

FENCING v. TOWN.

SCHOOL.

J. Mair (d)
J. W. Newman-Young (,)
T. S. S. Gregory (d)
A. V. Williams (d)

TOWN.

Wins. PIs. Agst.

4 3
4 4
3 7
3 7

Jones
Raad
Morris
Mitchell

The School won by I'" matches to 2.

o

o

12
10
8

IS
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MIMOSA.

A SHORT STORY.

For many years I have swept up the leaves in the Farnese Gardens

at Atria. Before that, I used to live in Lombardy: but even then I
was watching the big cars that raced by the poplars. I was very fond

of foreigners. They had queer, bright looks in theirfaces; feverish,

almost. They know how to enjoy themselves, I used to say, dreaming.
My dreams were like the white dust whirls on the road, vanishing

but persistent. When I grew up, I went south. At Naples, a man
said to me, "You can't be comfortable if you're wandering about.

Comfort is the greatest thing in our lives. Go to Atria and stay
there." I laughed at him; I was young and liked travelling; I liked
the background of changing places, the rocks of Capri against the

eddying tide, the vineyards with their hot, feminine scent. But ten

months later I had no money left. It was early Spring and the
mimosa was out. It hung against the sky of pale blue silk with each

round flower softened by a halo of pollen: when the wind came it
might be ringing-only no sound came. So I said to a beggar I met,

"Where is the mimosa at its best? " and when he said, "Atria," I
started off, smiling.

I was glad when I found there were foreigners in Atria. I still
said to myself, "They know how to enjoy themselves" and liked to

watch them. So I got a job in the public gardens, sweeping and

tending. The mimosa was beautiful, but, though I loved it, I did
not look at it much because I was so interested in the people who

strolled by. There was a Count who had lost his commission.

What a shame, I thought. But his misfortune made him interesting:
he would stand and talk. Then there was an English politician;

very well known. He had a fine honest face and the most noble
brow. I liked him very much. In fact I was very happy and feeling

strange inside-and young. I t was Spring; nature was very fine;
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but I did not think much of that. Then one day while I was watering
some magnolias, a wonderful thing happened; I fell in love. She
was a young English girl, beautifully, almost terribly, white, and she
strolled along in a fine pleated tennis skirt. She had bare legs, too.

lt was amazing. The whole place changed. My tongue went dry,
suddenly, as though I'd bitten a quince. I followed her; she used

to come every day all by herself. The Count bowed to her as she

went by, the politician took off his hat. Her voice had a quick
charming note. "Good morning," she would say, and stroll on,
like an angel. Once, I spoke to her.

After that we had long conversations: she was very open and
frank, I thought: not a bit on her dignity. We used to sit under the

mimosa as the Spring wore on, as the sky grew more strained, more

bright, as the heat grew to quiver on the white paths, as even the
mimosa began to look just a little bit tired. In the end we admitted

we loved one another. \Vhy not, she said with her glinting English

monosyllables. She talked many beautiful things. I was enthralled.
But first she must get to tell her mother, who was at Nice. "Stay
here," she said, "and enjoy the Spring. When June comes, I'll be

back." The dear thing was so happy: I lent her the fare to Nice:
she had run out. I gave her a little picture too, by an I talian artist;
a picture of mimosa. One hundred lira.

As the mimosa faded and shed its pollen, I waited, but she never
came back. The Count went too, funnily enough. He was put in

prison I was told, for some hideous offence.

One day, I found that the politician came no more. The hotel

keeper said he had gone back to his own country. Then he shook
his head. For a long time he !<hook his head in a pious way, as if he
would tell me something, only didn't like too, seeing I liked foreigners.
Then he said, pursing his lips, " A bad lot . "After that I

walked about quickly, staring at the ground.

On the white ground, the dust of the paths, small dried up balls·
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lay, in little drifts of faded gold. Here and there the wind touched
them and they rolled together, uncertain and scurrying: then stopped.
When I looked up the mimosa trees were bare. .. Next year," I said,
and I have kept my promise, .. I will care for you: I shall not worry
about foreigners any more " I said a lot like that, fiercely.
Then I went and got my brush .

.. Brush away." I said .to myself, through my teeth, while the
little balIs went tumbling down, joining each other in squadrons,
rushing into banks, sweeping along in an uncanny eagerness till they
became heaps and their choking dust seemed to fill the heat haze, to
rise up into an intolerable yellow mist, to sway and dance with an over·
powering decay, spreading along the tops of the trees, encircling the
hills, enfolding the whole of Italy.

P.J.W.A

SUN-LIGHT.

She stretched, and a lazy purr,
Murmured and dropped to silence . . . • over her
Sun-waves broke, warming; and the wall,
The old walI dreamed, as the air's call
To waking stirred the rose
That nodded against the hot brick, in repose.

A bee droned to a flower,
Burdened with pollen;· paused, and diamond fire
Shone from its wings; the apple tree
Quivered its leaves, glad, glad to see
The sunlight; on the ground
A book lay open, and a child sprawled, sound

Asleep
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EVENING.

45

Sounds that come wandering from the distant farm,
Mistily carried by the night-calm air,-
Softly, disturbing nothing in the dusk,-
Stealing, Iiko flying spirits free from care
Over the dreaming hills, while groping night
Bends the blue shadows in the darkening sky.
Soft sounds, which, lingering, conjure visions up;

The last few swifts that ever-circling fly,
The quiet cows beyond the half-shut gate,
And echoing murmurs from the falling stream.
Long whisps of thin blue smoke, that upward curl
To vanish in a haze of orange gleam.

Sweet sounds, that tell of peace and welcome rest,
Of old grey walls, and dreaming evening shadows;

Sweet flowers; sweet lavender and honey-bees
That promise endless trails of fiower'd to-morrows.
The tall, tall peaceful elms; the latticed panes;

The yellow lights; the moth that flutters by:
The first pale star that shines above the trees;
The brown owls' soft and melancholy cry.

F.e.p.

AFTER" FAIR AND GREY AND ANCIENT"

(James Rhoades).

Inter campos florescentes,
Clivo cingente protecta,
Annos ridens decurrentes

Domus nobis stat dilecta,
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Abhinc saeclis quot annorum,

Rivi ponte considebat

Vates sanctus et suorum
Aures canticis mulcebat.

Haec, regale fundamentum,
Ceu regina dominatur,

Cui coronae ornamentum
Vita quaeque dedicatur.

Laudis concentum vocalem
Huic amabili debemus:

Matrem semper iuvenalem
Canescentem adoremus.

S. H.

REVIEW.

THE DORSETS IN THE WAR.

The Sherborne Contingent of the Officers' Training Corps have
possessed ever since they were established a privilege shared by few
other contingents. They have the honOllr of wearing the crest and
badge of their County Regiment. Most cadets, we would hope, have
taken the trouble to discover the meaning of these symbols, and to
learn something of the history of the very distinguished Regiment of
which they form, in a sense, a unit. But hitherto there has been
little opportunity for them to read the story of the more recent
activities of the Regiment in the Great War. Such an opportunity
is now given to them by the publication of the "History of the
Dorsetshire Regiment, 1914-19." Two copies, both presented by
former officers of the Regiment, will be found in the Library. It
contains separate accounts of the part played by the Regular
Battalions, the Territorial Battalions and the Service Battalions. \Ve
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can read the story of the doings of the 1st Battalion in France, of the
2nd and the I/4th in Mesopotamia, of the 2/4th in Palestine, of the
5th in Gallipoli and France, and of the 6th again in France. We
think, perhaps, of the Regiment ~0\V as a comparatively small body
of men. But in the course of the \Var many thousands served in its
six fighting battalions. It helps us to rememb~r something of the
magnitude of the War and of the destruction which it brought when
we find that in this one Regiment there was a death roll of over four
thousand. The history of each Battalion is told by a separate author,
but they all record in plain, modest, soldierlike language, from the
combatant's point of view, the story of the long weary years, made
real and alive for us by many incidents, tragic and terrifying, pathetic
and humorous, which are not recorded elsewhere. Old Shirburnialls
are mentioned with honour more than once, and of the many gallant
deeds of arms which are recounted none will appeal to Sherborne

readers more than those in which Robin Kestell-Cornish played a
heroic part and finally gave his life.

While all the book should be of interest to those who are so closely
connected with the Regiment, the history of the 6th Battalion will,
we think, have a special attraction for many, for its author is an old

friend of ours-Captain G. O'Hanlon,M.c. The whole book is well
written, bnt it is not unfair to the other authors to say that, while
they write as soldiers, Captain O'Hanlon writes both as a soldier and
as a man of letters. His easy narrative style, his vivid descriptions,
his apt q notations from the classics, and his delightful footnotes
combine to form a war story than which your reviewer, at any rate,
has read none more interesting or more informing, All may now
discover for themselves what has previously been known to
comparatively few, that we have living among us a writer of real
distinction.
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OXFORD LETTER.
\\Then he received your letter, your correspondent wept a few

tears of simple joy, and then, taking his O.S list from his family
Bible where he always keeps it, I umed his thoughts reluctantly from
the contemplation of his Alma Mater to those of her Alumni who are
at present to be seen at this University. He opened his list at
Balliol where all good things start, and continued to contemplate it till
he reached \Vorcester where things often reach a glorious conclusion.

The first to catch the eye was Allison; this gentleman in spite of
that tendency to adipose tissue to which all us middle aged are so
distressingly liable, was seen dancing more than featly at the Air
Squadron Dance. P. A. F. Hutton is one of our sweet serious
intellectuals who listens intensively for the still sad music of humanity.
N. R. Seddon, on the other hand, is one of the brighter gems in the
social world.

At Christ Church another miracnlous metamorphosis is to be
witnessed in the figure of Couchman, who has shed his sardonic
outlook on life, and his defeatist attitude towards exercise, and has
become a really admirable oarsman,-we all congratulate him heartily
on his success. A. C. A. Wright is now doing Anthropology and
Swahili to prepare him for Africa. He will often oblige with a
quaintly obscene simile from the Bula-Bula tribe to illustrate the
folly of one's everyday actions. He continues to captain the Ju-Jitsu
team and can just about manage an aeroplane.

R. E. Woodham plays the organ in Christ Church pleasantly and
powerfully.

At Corpus J. E. L. Pepys wears a walking stick, a delicate air
and a faint suggestion of disapproval. Elwell-Sutton is starting his
career, as an intelligent young man should, by becoming a Red. We
expect he will fade however,-these colours willllot wash.

At Exeter Cope is engaged in the jovialities of Ecclesiastical
training; as usual he greets one ecstatically. Mansfield says he is
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way'-those who know Canterbury

Jerram also pursues the even tenor

pursuing 'the even tenor of his

House know what that means.
of his way.

At Hertford Goodden has won a sailing Cup, and is one of the

general utility men of tne College on the playing field. Laws wears
a vast overco'lt, and is still under the impression that he can sing.
He seems to work decoratively but languidly, sitting in his window.
Sheldon has followed in the footsteps of bis brother, and is a

badminton king. Ward was boxing very well last term, but has
recently been run over by a car and kicl,ed in the face by a horse.
His training however has enabled him to bear these blows with

stoical fortitude.
At Keble de la Condamine plays rugger with much success for

the Greyhounds and for the Harlequins.
J. R. B. Moser at Lincoln is to be congratulated on having

survived several knock-outs and on obtaining his Blue for boxing.
At New College Baines is captain of Hockey and has now got

over a broken ankle which resulted from a slight contretemps with a

tennis ball. P. Hogg is another of these men who take their exercise
sitting down: another congratulation. About RundJe, de Courcy

and Wilson information is vague but satisfactory.

At Oriel J. C. Cunuingham has been largely responsible for the
rise of the Oriel VIII. Dawson Grove is a medico and thprefore
seen by few. R. B. Kay leads the balanced life of moderate exercise,
work and musical enjoyment. C. W. Lyle remains full of golden
spirits, of which the outward and visible sign is a canary coloured
waistcoat. P. G. Mott is one of those who spend so much of their
time being an undergraduate, that they have no time for anything
e]se,-to tell the truth, acommon failing in this University. H. W. O.
Walker buys second-hand motor-cars.

T. M. B. Green, of Queen's, is an athlete-aesthete; he plays rugger
violenty on week-days, but on Sunday evenings he wears a scarlet
Russian shirt and smokes Russian cigarettes.
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At St john's G. V. Martin lowers a pretty pint of beer, is a car
expert and attends constant rallies. He recently figured, we believe,
in the creditable (or discreditable) attack on the Union minutes.

D. H. Willson, of St. Edmund Hall, we should suspect of leading
a dormouse existence, except that we know that that is impossible
in Teddy Hall.

R. E. D. Johnson, of Trinity,lives so far away in Cowley that he
is rarely seen; he runs about the towpath coaching, and is working
strenuously at Modern Greats. P. R. T. \iVright is also seldom seen,
which again gives rise to the suggestion that he is working for Greats
and the Civil Service.

From Worcester, Barnwell plays golf and chess and rides a
motor-bicycle ;-to judge from his expression, he finds all three
occupations somewhat distasteful. Tardy congratulations to A. E. S.
Charles on his rugger Blue and on his success at Fives. G. D. Lean
is busily engaged in putting Oxford and his own home town to rights.
Flippant persons say that he is " with group."

Sandell has been bashfully taking skating lessons at the Ice Rink.
Rutledge we are sure is a credit to his college, but in what particular
line we do not know.

We said that we would finish gloriously at Worcester and what
more glorious than to own the Rev. F. J. Lys, Provost of Worcester
and Vice·Chancellor of the University, as a Fellow O.S? Of the
other residents, A. M. Emmett is often to be seen dinmg in the Air
Squadron Mess, and Mr. Nowell Smith is a constant friend and
resource to us all.

R.M.A. LETTER.
Woolwich,

S.E.18.
There are six of us here now, but from all accounts of the size of

the Army Class, there should he many more shortly. Earle is the
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great man among us, and as he is an Under-Officer, he may be seen

daily, abusing his Company on Parade. He plays nIgger with
success, and puts the weight incredible distances. He lately

distinguished himself, when out with the R.A. Drag, by falling off

twice, and being sent home for bad behaviour. How are the mighty
fallen!

Nash is a very serious gentleman, whose aim in life is to get into
the Sappers. Consequently, he works hard, and is near the top of
his team. "To the persevering mortal" said Zoroaster, rather

ambiguously, " the blessed Immortals are swift," and we all admire
his efforts, cutting our own down to a minimum, in order not to mar
his chances! (sic.) He may also be seen in the Gymnasium" wielding

a pretty foil," and complaining how tired he is.

Addison rides a lot and with some success. He may be heard

talking" horse" very learnedly. He is often on the running track,

and has several times been persuaded to perform on a Rugger Field
against his better judgment, so he says. We all agree with him! He
has lately achieved the considerable feat of going home on week·end

leave seven times running. \Ve suspect the race course sees more
of him than his parents!

Brown, slightly less" grubby" since coming to the Shop, is a great
boxer, and may be seen "footing it featly" round the ring. He

becomes quite savage when roused, and has been known to get in
several telling blows on the portion of his opponents' anatomy used

for silting on, the referee being too amused to caution him. He is
also a keen squash player, and works off any superfluous energy
there.

Ralston has hardly been here long enough to make his mark. He
boxed fiercely in the Snooker boxing, but in the final, science over·

came dash, and he lost after a good fight. He plays hockey with great

skill, and cleans his leather and equipment in his spare time--a
model G.C.

Humphrey-Davies, visibly thinner, walks perkily round the
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Shop refusing to- be cowed by "these Seniors." He finds great

difficulty in standing still on Parade, and complains that he's worked
too hard. When b:Jxing, he flails his arms round and round in a

most fearsome manner, and to his own surprise, flailed himself
through two rounds of the Competition.

In conclusion, those of us here will always be pleased to see and

help Shirburnians who come, and though life here is rather like
the curate's egg-good in parts-it has its compensations.

G.M.A.

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

We aclmowledge with thanks the receipt of the following

magazines and apologize for any accidental omissions :-
The Alleynian
The Artists' Rifles Year Book
The Blundelliat~

The Brita1lt1ia
The Cantuarian
The Carthusian
The Cheltonian
The Chillon College Magazine
The Cholmeljatl

. The Clavinia1~

The CUjto1lian
The DolPhi11
The Dovorian
The Eastboumian
The Elizabethan
The Eton College Chronicle
The Felstedian
The Imperial Service College

Chrotzicle

The Haileybllrian
The Kelly College Chronicle
The Lanci1lg College

Magazine
The Loretto1zian
The Marlburian
The llfe/eor
The Mill Hill Magazine
The Monktoniatl
The Ousel
The Pauline
The Radleian
The Raven
The R.M.A. Magazine
The St. Michael's Chronicle
The SUttOI~ Valence School

Magazine
The Wykehamist



NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, Sherborne School, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is6J6 including postage. The
SMrbllrnian is published five times in the year, once in the·
Lent Term, twice each in the Summer and Michaelmas
Terms.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirburnitln cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are reqoestedto write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

All Business Communications with regard to the
Shirburnian should be made to the PubliRhers at The
Abbey Book Shop, The Parade, Sherborne, Dorset, to
whom alone Subscriptions should be sent.




